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The council is committed to improving walking and cycling for everyone, making it healthier and 
safer. As part of  the government’s Emergency Active Travel Funs (EATF2), a grant was awarded 
specifically for the council to introduce a school streets scheme and was launched on 2nd 
September 2021

The scheme design feedback results are detailed below and will form the six month review. This 
document will outline any scheme design changes, training and support identified through the 
feedback.

COMMONPLACE CONSULTATION
SCHOOL STREETS (CALCOT)

Consultation results
The scheme design feedback consultation ran for 6 months – launched Thursday 2nd September 
2021 and closed Friday 11th March 2022.

Engagement 
summary

https://calcotschoolstreetsmap.commonplace.is/ 


Contributions overview



Where do respondents come from

This map shows the average sentiment of  respondents by postcode. The number in the house 
icon represents how many respondents provided the same postcode. This map shows 14 full 
postcodes provided by respondents.

Respondents summary

Sentiments Negative Neutral Positive

Overall 13 (39%) 8 (24%) 12 (36%)





Contribution summary

Communication

Communication is key to inform those that have provided feedback on the initial scheme in 
operation – using this communication line the report will be shared and updates provided leading 
them into a smooth PHASE 3 (scheme review). Other PR and social media formats will also be 
used to provide this information.



# Why do you feel this way about the ‘no access’ POINT on Royal Avenue? 

13 Its caused more parking issues

10 It’s caused more congestion

8 I feel safer walking/cycling/scooting

8 It’s greats for the community

5 Other

5 It’s improved congestion

5 It’s improved parking

4 I don’t feel safe walking/cycling/scooting

4 It’s bad for the community

4 It’s encouraged me/my family/ to walk more

2 It’s encouraged me/my family/ to cycle more

0 It’s encouraged me/my family/ to scoot more



# What support for active travel would you like to 
see in the Calcot area? 
Please select all that apply

28 More child cycle training

22 More local walking groups

15 Group or family ride outs

13 Help on bike maintenance

10 Local loan bike scheme

10 Help to upcycle a bike

9 Adult cycle or confidence training

7 More local cycling groups

6 Local loan e-scooter scheme

1 Greater responsibility taken by road users parking 
inappropriately at school dropping off  and pick up 
times.

1 Make the cycling riders that there are stop signs 
at the end of  the pavement.and train them to treat 
walkers and mobility also have the right of  way as 
well.

1 Better and safer walking routes

1 bath road crossing

1 Schools should open gates to allow parents to 
park on their grounds, rather than annoying local 
residents.

1 None

1 bus routes running to the new travel hubs/parking 
hubs (to enable walking locally)



School Streets scheme 
Calcot, March 2o22
The School Streets scheme has been operational from the start of  the new school academic year 
– 2nd September 2021.

Although the signs have been designed to be blanked off  outside of  the school term dates, this 
has not always happened and the signs have also been tampered with. With the support of  the 
school these issues have been addressed.

The Police have supported the scheme to ensure compliance but 24/7 presence is not 
sustainable, these types of  projects do require community support. It has to be noted that the  
success of  the London School Streets schemes are dependent on camera enforcement. To date 
twenty-five (25) £50 fines have been issued. 

Permits 

Local residents (2 permits per household) and staff  at the two schools and community hub 
centres all received permits to gain access to Curtis Road but access at the peak school AM 
and PM with the understanding that movement should be ONLY be in exceptional circumstances. 
Parking received a number of  requests for additional permits once the scheme was operational 
due to residents not reading the letters that were hand delivered (permits thrown away) or 
because of  additional vehicles in the household.

The school have had to think differently around organising school trips to accommodate the the 
restrictive timings. Feedback on the permits suggest that the colouring is too similar to the green 
waste permits so this needs to be addressed should the permit system becomes permanent. 
The school has also idenified issues around external/ emergency cover teachers which will be 
addressed following this review. Apart from Blue badge access we have received a number of  
requests for permits based on medical grounds or exceptional circumstances – to date four (4) 
permits have been issued to support the school community.



Road User Monitoring

As part of  the project the surrounding roads to the scheme were monitored;

Speed checks and vehicle volume counts 

Vehicle speeds have not increased in general across the check points but the vehicles parking 
has displaced to the surrounding roads at Oliver Drive and Garston Crescent.



Pedestrian and cycle counts 

Active travel has improved significantly 88% increase in pedestrian movement and 33% in cycle 
/ scooter use. The majority of  the pedestrian movement is concentrated North West of  the school 
suggesting the High View community centre is a preferred Park & Stride site.

Air Quality

The air quality outside the school is also being monitored. Due to COVID and the reduction in 
school attendance during this time it has been difficult to establish if  air quality has significantly 
reduced. This will continued to be monitored for 18 months. 



Summary 

The feedback results are very complex as many of  the comments are directly linked to where 
those that feedback resides. The school staff  and residents of  Curtis road have found the scheme 
has improved the situation and environment but it is less convenient for those that travel by car to 
the school site. It is also important to note the residents in the surrounding roads not protected by 
the restrictions have found parents continue to park inconsiderately, displacing the parking issue 
to Garston Crescent and Oliver Drive.

Active travel has been improved but this should be further supported by updating the 
infrastructure in the area. Better enforcement of  the restricted area is widely articulated within the 
feedback and communications received by local residents and those that support the project. It is 
fair to say that non-compliance is in the minority that have always considered their actions do not 
contribute to the unsafe situation outside the school gates.
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